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To the Editor,

The use of stress dose steroids has become entrenched in

perioperative management and medical teaching for more

than six decades. Nevertheless, the recommendation for

using ‘‘stress dose steroids’’ has rarely been challenged.

This dearth of evidence for its use has been highlighted

over many decades in numerous review articles, which all

lament the lack of robust data. A 2012 Cochrane review of

the only two randomized studies comparing stress dose

steroids and placebo with respect to secondary adrenal

insufficiency succinctly concludes that ‘‘Based on current

available evidence, we are unable to support or refute the

use of supplemental perioperative steroids for patients with

adrenal insufficiency during surgery.’’1 These studies,

albeit small, suggest the possibility of fruitless treatment

driven by dogma.

We attempted a multicentre randomized-controlled trial

to compare physiologic steroids (intervention group) with

stress dose steroids (control group) for minor surgical

procedures in pediatric patients with primary adrenal

insufficiency. Nevertheless, numerous other institutions

declined to participate, stating they rarely use stress dose

steroids. Instead, we surveyed pediatric anesthesiologists

and pediatric endocrinologists in Canada regarding

attitudes towards stress dose steroids for low stress

surgeries, which showed a dramatic difference (45% of

anesthesiologists would give steroids compared with 92%

of endocrinologists). In addition, consultation between

pediatric anesthesiologists and pediatric endocrinologists

was reported to be infrequent.2 This is consistent with a

recent survey of Canadian anesthesiologists and general

internists which also showed discrepancy in management

of stress dose steroids and uncertainty regarding

guidelines.3

Recent evidence suggests healthy children having

minimally or moderately invasive urologic procedures

had no significant rise of cortisol perioperatively, though

three patients had normal levels preoperatively and

intraoperatively with a small rise postoperatively.4 This

disputes classic pediatric endocrinology teaching that stress

dose steroids are needed to mitigate the stress of general

anesthesia.

Conversely, anesthesiologists may not appreciate the

differences in adrenal insufficiency. Secondary adrenal

insufficiency likely does not require stress dose steroids.

Nevertheless, steroid management is critically important

to children with primary adrenal insufficiency. A cohort

study from the UK showed a three-fold increase in

mortality in children with congenital adrenal hyperplasia

compared with children without primary adrenal

insufficiency.5

Perhaps the fundamental difference at the heart of the

controversy regarding perioperative stress dose steroids is

that anesthesiologists see increased cortisol as an adverse

event to mitigate, while endocrinologists expect this as a

natural phenomenon that we need to replicate in patients

with adrenal insufficiency.

Despite the evolution of stress dose steroids over the last

60 years, we are making little progress in evidence-based

medicine and optimizing the complex multidisciplinary

care for pediatric patients with adrenal insufficiency.
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